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ABSTRACT
The design of cognitive artifacts for systematic exploration of
sound spaces poses a significant challenge in auditory display re-
search. This is especially the case if the artifact is to be based
on the user’s individual perceptual capabilities rather than a pre-
defined perceptual model or a purely numerical relationship be-
tween the various sounds in the sound space. In this paper, we pro-
pose a tensor algebraic tuning model that allows for the systematic
tuning and interpolation of parametric auditory icons and earcons
in a way that satisfies this challenge. The proposed approach views
earcons as being composed of any number of auditory icons at a
lower level, thus allowing for the systematic modification of both
auditory icons and earcons via local and global interactions. Due
to the granular representation used by the model, it becomes pos-
sible to approximate the user’s perceptual sensitivity locally in the
parametric space used to generate the auditory icons and earcons.
1. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive artifacts were first defined by Norman as ”artificial de-
vices that maintain, display, or operate upon information in order
to serve a representational function and that affect human cognitive
performance” [1]. Such devices are crucial in any system which is
to engage human users in interaction because they may be used to
enhance the effectiveness of interaction by altering the task at hand
[2].
Many examples can be cited of cognitive artifacts which are
used every day to select specific items within large perceptual
spaces, such as the various color spaces for color selection (e.g.
RGB, HSL), speech-enabled GPS systems for finding information
on maps, or Gmail search to recall the dates of past events. Cogni-
tive artifacts also exist for the design of auditory displays (e.g. Bar-
rass’s Information Sound Space [3], Bezzi, dePoli and Rocchesso’s
Sound Authoring Tool [4], Hermann’s Model-Based Sonification
[5], and Larsson’s EarconSampler and SoundMoulder [6]).
Despite the existence of cognitive artifacts for the design of
auditory displays, there are several difficulties when it comes to
using them in realistic applications. One difficulty is that unlike
colors, sounds cannot be described by a multi-dimensional space
that defines a unique position for every possible sound. The sec-
ond difficulty stems directly from the first one, namely that due to a
lack of categorization principle for sounds, there is no evident way
to interpolate between them and still preserve a sense of perceptual
continuity. Still a third difficulty is that perceptual continuity is a
concept that may be hard to define unequivocally across all users
(thus, if an earcon carries abstract or emotional information – as is
the case with e.g. different kinds of warning sounds used in crit-
ical situations [6] or emotional earcons [7] – different users may
attribute different meaning to the same earcon). For these reasons,
any cognitive artifact used for the design of auditory displays must
limit the possible scope of sounds and at the same time provide the
user with rich opportunities for exploration if it aspires to provide
a useful model of perceptual relationships.
In this paper, we propose a systematic model for the interpo-
lation and open-ended exploration of auditory icons and earcons.
The model rests on the single assumption that the sound space of
auditory icons and earcons is parametric (i.e., it assumes that all of
the sounds are created using a generative model). Apart from this
condition, the model is open-ended (there is no limit to the num-
ber of sounds that can be explored and their location within the
parameter space). Further, the model enables users to interpolate
between sounds based on their own perception. Instead of using a
set of generic perceptual rules to achieve this, the model facilitiates
perception-based exploration of sounds by providing a systemati-
cally configurable interface that helps users interactively discover
the directions in the high-dimensional parameter space which rep-
resent perceptual continuity. In some respects this is similar to the
explorative approach used in interactive evolutionary computation
[8].
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, the genera-
tive model which serves as a basis for the the proposed cognitive
artifact, and its relationship with auditory icons and earcons is de-
scribed. In section 3, a tuning model is described which will allow
for the tuning of auditory icons and earcons. The proposed interpo-
lation model, described in section 4 is directly based on this tuning
model. Section 5 describes our implementation of the model. In
section 6, an application example is given in which earcons are
used to represent 10 gradations of percepts along several different
tactile dimensions. Conclusions are given in section 7.
2. GENERATIVE MODEL FOR EARCONS
In this section, we describe the generative model we use for the
creation of auditory icons, and how they are related to earcons.
The purpose of this brief discussion will be to show that although
general agreement holds that auditory icons and earcons are com-
pletely different in nature, a viable – and natural – alternative to
this view would be to regard earcons as being composed of au-
ditory icons. In this way, by providing a model for interpolation
of earcons, the interpolation of auditory icons emerges as a spe-
cial case in which the earcon is composed of a single auditory
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icon. Conversely, if there is a useful method to interpolate au-
ditory icons, then the interpolation of earcons can focus on the
interpolation of those aspects of earcons which are not embodied
by auditory icons.
2.1. Relationship between auditory icons and earcons
Auditory icons were first proposed by Gaver [9, 10] as natural,
everyday sounds that can be used to represent actions or objects
within an interface. Auditory icons are natural sounds that occur
as byproducts of physical processes in real-world environments. In
contrast, earcons - developed by Blattner, Sumikawa and Green-
berg [11] - were defined as non-verbal audio messages that do not
necessarily create an intuitive set of associations with the objects
or events that they represent. Earcons are therefore abstract se-
quences of sounds which are usually temporal in nature.
Although the overwhelming majority of publications describe
auditory icons and earcons as contradictory and mutually exclu-
sive categories [11, 12, 13, 14], the notion that earcons are built
up of auditory icons is not entirely new (a compositional relation-
ship is briefly mentioned in [15]). From our point of view – when
describing a set of generic sounds for use in generic applications
of auditory display – it makes sense to regard earcons as messages
constructed using auditory icons, because this view only broad-
ens the scope of earcons instead of restricting it. More specifi-
cally, earcons can be composed of any kinds of building blocks
– or motives, as Blattner refers to them – (e.g., sinusoidal notes,
violin notes, flute notes, sounds of different kinds of doors being
slammed, etc.) since every one of these building blocks can be-
come auditory icons if heard often within the same context in a
natural environment. Thus, for our purposes, we regard auditory
icons as perceptually unique entities which can be juxtaposed and
/ or overlapped through time to create earcons.
2.2. Compact representation for families of auditory icons
Blattner et al defined earcon families as larger groupings of
earcons in which all earcons are constructed using related motives
[11]. By analogy, we may define families of auditory icons as sets
of auditory icons which are related (i.e., can be compared to each
other) in a perceptual sense. Our model assumes that such a fam-
ily of auditory icons is available to the user, and that the auditory
icons are generated based on a set of generation parameters con-
tained in vector f (if such a family is not available to the user, then
one may be created by generating a relatively large set of auditory
icons at random and asking the user to select an appropriate subset
of those icons and order them perceptually, as in interactive evolu-
tionary computation [8]). The family of auditory icons will serve
as gridpoints between which interpolation can be performed. The
larger the family of auditory icons, the greater the possibility that
the user can perform truly local manipulations in the perceptual
space.
In the general case, the family of auditory icons can be multi-
dimensional, such that the auditory icons are ordered along multi-
ple perceptual dimensions (e.g., an auditory icon may be loud and
rough, or soft and contain no quality of auditory roughness at the
same time). Thus, the parameters used to generate the auditory
icons can be considered to be a function F of values along differ-
ent perceptual dimensions (we refer to function F as a parameter-
generating function). If there are N perceptual dimensions, H
different generation parameters for each auditory icon, Pn unique
    perceptual
     gradation 




f = F(g , o)2
Figure 1: Structure of an earcon. The perceptual parameters de-
noted by vector g and a set of temporal parameters are used to
generate the auditory icons of which the earcon is comprised. Al-
though the temporal parameters are conceptually generated by a
separate orchestration module, they are considered to be part of
the input to the parameter generation functions for auditory icon
parameters. In this way, the problem of interpolating between
earcons is reduced to the problem of interpolating between pairs
of auditory icons.
gradations along each dimension (e.g., there are P1 degrees of
loudness and P2 degrees of roughness), and the grid of possible
input value combinations is denoted by G = {gp1,p2,...,pN ∈
N[a1,b1]×[a2,b2],...,×[aN ,bN ]}Pnpn=1 (n = 1..N ), then the function
can be represented by an (N + 1)-dimensional tensor F of size
P1 × ...× PN ×H such that
FD(G)p1,..,pN ,h = fgp1,p2,...,pN (h) (1)
where fgp1,p2,...,pN is the parameter vector used to generate
the auditory icon corresponding to a given point on grid G.
2.3. Structure of earcons in terms of auditory icons
As described in section 2.1, for our purposes we view earcons as
being comprised of one or more auditory icons. The advantage of
this conceptual approach is that an earcon can be considered as a
set of auditory icons along with temporal information which deter-
mines the starting and ending time of each auditory icon. Hence,
if we can perceptually interpolate between pairs of auditory icons,
then we may just as easily interpolate between pairs of earcons
if we interpolate between the auditory icons they contain and the
corresponding temporal information separately.
The problem of interpolating earcons can be transformed en-
tirely into the problem of interpolating auditory icons if the neces-
sary temporal information is considered to be part of the percep-
tual vector that serves as input to parameter-generating function F .
Fig. 1 demonstrates the structure of earcons in terms of auditory
icons.
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3. TUNING MODEL FOR PARAMETRIC AUDITORY
ICONS
Based on the previous section, every parametric earcon is defined
by a set of parametric auditory icons if the parameters used to gen-
erate the auditory icons include the starting and ending times be-
tween which each auditory icon is played. Further, we have es-
tablished that the parameters for the auditory icons can be stored
in an (N + 1)-dimensional tensor, which we denote by FD(G).
Using higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD), it is






where  refers to the tensor product operation defined in [16],
and:





), n = 1..N is a unitary matrix of
size (Pn × In)





) is a unitary matrix of size
(H × IN+1)
3. S is a real tensor of size I1×...×IN×IN+1, the subtensors
Sin=α of which have the following properties:
• all-orthogonality: any pair of the subtensors of S are
orthogonal, i.e. for all possible values of n, α and β
subject to α ̸= β:
< Sin = α,Sin = β >= 0 (3)
• ordering: All of the subtensors of S along any given
dimension n are ordered according to their Frobenius
norm, i.e. ∀n = 1..N + 1:
||Sin=1|| ≥ ||Sin=2|| ≥ ... ≥ ||Sin=In || ≥ 0 (4)
The values I1..IN+1 are the ranks of the system along each
of the input dimensions. Tensor S is referred to as the core ten-
sor, and matrices Xi are referred to as weighting matrices. If we
modify the values in just the pk-th row of any Xk in Eq. (2) (that
is, the pk-th value of x
(k)
i , where i = 1..Ik), then only those out-
put values of function FD(G) will be changed which belong to
the pk-th perceptual gradation along the k-th dimension of hyper-
rectangular grid G. This can be easily seen if we express a single
element of FD(G) as follows:





xn,pn ×k xk,pk (5)
where the pk-th row of matrix Xk is denoted by xk,pk . It is
obvious that if any point on hyper-rectangular grid G is chosen in
which the value of the k-th dimension is not the pk-th discretiza-
tion point, then the output value of the function will be unchanged.
For this reason, we refer to the manipulation of vector xk,pk as the
local tuning of the auditory icon along the k-th input dimension.
The values in vector xk,pk in turn are referred to as tuning weights.
4. INTERPOLATION OF PARAMETRIC AUDITORY
ICONS
The local tuning model provided in Eq. 5 operates on a minimal-
rank orthogonal system within the parameter space of auditory
icons. The minimal-rank tuning weights could in theory be used
for interpolation between pairs of auditory icons, but the cognitive
load experienced by the user in keeping track of the perceptual ef-
fects of each of the weights may be significant depending on the
rank of the system. We refer to the ease with which the user can
keep track of these perceptual effects as the interpretability of the
tuning model. Using rank reduction techniques it would be pos-
sible to increase the interpretability of the tuning model, but in
exchange the system would suffer loss of complexity (i.e., only a
subspace of the original parameter space would be available for
tuning using a rank-reduced system of tuning weights).
It is important to relax this tradeoff between interpretability
and complexity, because the user can only concentrate on the per-
ceptual effects of changes made to tuning weights if the number
of these weights is small, but it is equally important that the user
be able to explore the parameter space of RH to the fullest extent
possible. To this end, we propose an approach that combines rank
reduction and the adaptive modification of the basis vectors in the
rank-reduced space so that the full-rank space can be explored in a
restricted, but systematic way. Such an approach can be achieved
through the following steps:
1. Assuming that the user would like to tune the system in the
k-th dimension, the first step is to reduce its rank from Ik
to 1. This can be achieved using Higher-Order Orthogo-
nal Iteration (HOOI) – a method which is proven to yield












such that Îk = 1, În = In, ∀n ̸= k, and Îk is the rank
along the k-th dimension of the new system.
2. Having obtained this approximation, our goal is to increase
the rank of the vector space which can be controlled by the
single tuning parameter which remains in the k-th dimen-
sion. In order to achieve this, we expand weighting matrices






where each X̃n, n = 1..(N + 1) has a rank of Pn (the
number of discretizaton points along the given dimension,
which is equivalent to saying that there are at least Pn
columns in the n-th matrix), and S̃ is augmented appro-
priately. After this step, the single tuning parameters (i.e.,
in the first column of X̃k) can still only be used to con-
trol a single dimension within the system, but the space that
can be reconstructed by the system as a whole is RH once
again.
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3. By systematically modifying certain elements in the new
core tensor, S̃, as the first column of X̃k is modified by the
user, it becomes possible for the user to traverse a subspace
V ⊆ RH such that V is also H-dimensional.
In order to demonstrate how steps 2 and 3 can be achieved
(the fact that the original function can be reconstructed in Eq. 8,
and that if certain elements of S̃ are systematically modified, then
a single tuning weight can be used to control an H-dimensional
subspace of RH ), we provide the following lemma and theorem.
Lemma 1. Let us consider the HOSVD of a discretized multivari-









denote the rank-reduced instance of the same function obtained
using HOOI. The original tensor, F (D(G)) can be reconstructed
if:
1. each X̂n, n = 1..(N + 1) is augmented so that
rank(X̃n) = Pn
2. each dimension of Ŝ is augmented so that the length of the
n-th dimension is the same as the number of columns in X̃n
Proof. It is trivial that if the lemma holds true, then the new core






The pseudoinverse of the augmented weighting matrices al-
ways exists, and because rank(X̃n) = Pn, and the rank along the
n-th dimension of the original tensor, rank(FD(G))(n) = In ≤
Pn, the original tensor can be reconstructed.
Theorem 1. The weights in the first column of X̃k (denoted by






x̃n,pn ×k wpk ×N+1 X̃N+1|wpk ∈ R} (10)
The projection of this hyperline onto output dimensions
q1, q2,≤ H, q1 ̸= q2 has a slope which depends only on the values































F=HOOI(F, {1, I2, I3, ..., I(N+1)})
=
Figure 2: Proposed augmentation method used to compensate for
reduced interpretability after the tuning model is rank-reduced, as-
suming that k = 1 and N = 2. The light (yellow) shades contain
fix values, and the dark (mauve and green) shades contain variables
which can be chosen so as to compensate for the rank-reduction as
well as to alter the slope of the hyperline that is traversed within
RH during tuning.
where the complement of B̃, B̃c contains all subtensors of S̃
except the first along the k-th dimension, X̃k = (w|R) (w is the
first column of X̃k), wpk is the pk-th element of w, and rpk is the
pk-th row of R.
If we consider just a single weight, wpk , the right-hand side
of the equation is a vector of length H , and each element of this
vector is broken up into a sum of two values: the first of these is
a variable that is scaled by the weight and is also dependent on
the values of B̃, while the second can be regarded as a constant.
Hence, the first term of the sum represents the slope of an H-
dimensional hyperline with respect to wpk . The projection of the
hyperline onto the output coordinates defined by dimension q1, q2
has the slope stated in the theorem.
5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TUNING MODEL
Our implementation of step 2 in the previous section is shown in
Fig. 2. In our implementation, only two weighting matrices are
augmented (and accordingly, the core tensor, Ŝ is only augmented
along two of its dimensions). These two dimensions are the k-th
and the (N + 1)-th dimensions. Augmenting just the k-th dimen-
sion would have been sufficient due to the fact that rank reduc-
tion was only performed in this dimension, but augmenting the
(N + 1)-th weighting matrix with an identity matrix is useful for
controlling the slope of the hyperline that is traversed when the
tuning weights are manipulated. More specifically, when calculat-
ing the i-th parameter in parameter vector f , the core tensor is only
multiplied by the i-th row of XN+1 along its (N + 1)-th dimen-
sion, and due to the fact that this weighting matrix is augmented
by an identity matrix, only a single and unique subtensor of K will
affect the slope of the hyperline.
We can see that after augmenting Ŝ in dimensions other than
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Figure 3: Weighting functions contained in X1 for the dimension
of roughness. The horizontal axis contains 10 gradations along the
first input dimension (roughness).
k, we augment the number of values that are scaled by each wpk .
If a certain part of these values is systematically and periodi-
cally altered (namely, the values of K), the slope of the hyper-
line controlled by the tuning model can be periodically changed.
By changing these values back and forth, between two extremes,
the path controlled by the a single tuning weight will resemble a
hyper-spiral that extends within a hyper-cone in RH .
6. APPLICATION EXAMPLE: SURFACE SOUNDS
Our goal in one of our applications was to design earcons in order
to represent tactile sensations in virtual reality. The application can
be useful because tactile feedback devices are more expensive and
can also be more cumbersome to wear and / or carry than audio
feedback equipment.
According to psychophysicists, the four most salient features
of tactile perception are softness (compliance), roughness, sticki-
ness and temperature [18, 19]. In our model, we represent each of
these dimensions along 10 distinct gradations, which theoretically
yields a combination of 104 different auditory icons that are used
to construct earcons. In reality, the number of auditory icons used
is less, because the dimension of stickiness is transferred to the
temporal domain. Our configuration of auditory icons takes the
following form:
• An auditory icon for softness is played for a certain time x.
This is equivalent to saying that the user is pressing down on
the surface to see how soft it is.
• After time x, the sound for roughness is played instead of the
sound for softness. This is equivalent to saying that the user is
dragging his/her finger along the surface in order to perceive
how rough it is.
• Time x depends on how sticky the surface is. The interactive
rationale behind this is that the stickier the surface, the longer
the time it will take for the user to be able to drag his/her
finger across the surface and perceive its roughness.
• The sound for temperature can be heard throughout, because
it is only a function of contact, and as long as the user’s finger
is touching the surface, its temperature can be heard.
From the orchestration (i.e., the temporal relationship between
the auditory icons), we can deduce that the sounds for softness and
roughness depend not only on the gradation of softness and rough-
(a) Main window
(b) Tuning weights after HOSVD (c) Tuning weights after HOOI
Figure 4: Interface developed for creating earcons representing
tactile percepts.
ness, but also depend on the stickiness of the surface (this will have
an effect on the ending time of the sound for softness and the start-
ing time of the sound for roughness). In addition, we also view the
duration of the complete sound as an input parameter. Hence, the
tensor representations of the parameter-generating functions will
be 4, 4, and 3-dimensional for softness, roughness and tempera-
ture, respectively.
By way of example, we describe the parameter tuning model
for the dimension of roughness. The original tensor representation
of F is denoted by F (10×10×3×5), because the parameter vector
for the synthesis algorithm has 5 elements (the first three dimen-
sions stand for degrees of roughness, softness, and total length of
the earcon). The weighting functions along the first input dimen-
sion (for degree of roughness) are shown in Fig. 3. The figure
shows 4 different weighting functions, which is equivalent to say-
ing that X1 for roughness contains 4 columns. Using HOOI, it is
possible to reduce the rank of the whole system, and obtain just a
single column in X̂1. Thus we obtain Ŝ(1×2×2×5), instead of the
original S(4×2×2×5).
According to the proposed interpolation method, we re-





as well as the core tensor to obtain S̃(11×10×3×10). In the new
core tensor, the values for which the first index is 1 and the last
index is between 6 and 10 are free parameters. The choice of these
parameters affects the slope of the hyperline that can be explored
by modifying the values in the first column of X̃1. Hence, a struc-
tured subset of the original parameter space can be explored by
using just these weights and modifying the free parameters in the
core tensor systematically, between two extremes.
In our implementation, the absolute value of the two extreme
values in each position of tensor K is the same, but this absolute
value is chosen randomly per position in K. The speed at which the
distance between the two extreme values is traversed (with respect
to changes in the tuning weight wpk ) can be tuned by the user.
Hence, the user has two parameters to modify during the open-
ended tuning process: the tuning weight itself (vector w) and the
sensitivity of the slope of the traversed hyperline with respect to
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vector w.
The interface developed for the system can be seen in Fig.
4. Subfigure (a) shows the main window of the application, while
subfigures (b) and (c) show the tuning weights for the fourth degree
of roughness in the original tuning model and the rank-reduced and
interpretability-optimized case. After rank reduction and compen-
sation, only a single tuning weight remains for each auditory icon.
The sensitivity of the the basis functions with respect to the tuning
weight can be specified in the main windo. A set of pre-defined
parameters (in this case, the volume of the earcon) can be tuned
separately and directly so that the generation of unpleasant earcons
can be evaded.
7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a systematic model for the interpola-
tion and open-ended exploration of auditory icons and earcons.
The model was based on the assumptions that the sound space of
auditory icons and earcons is parametric, and that earcons can be
regarded as being composed of a set of auditory icons and tempo-
ral instructions which dictate the temporal relationships between
the auditory icons. The proposed model does not impose any limi-
tation on the number of sounds that can be explored and their loca-
tion within the parameter space. Further, the model enables users
to interpolate between sounds based on their own perception. In-
stead of using a set of generic perceptual rules to achieve this, the
model facilitiates perception-based exploration of sounds by pro-
viding a systematically configurable interface that helps users in-
teractively discover the directions in the high-dimensional param-
eter space which represent perceptual continuity.
Through an example application, we briefly demonstrated that
a compositional relationship between auditory icons and earcons
does not contradict real-world experience, and that the proposed
model for exploration and interpolation can be implemented in en-
gineering systems. Although statistically rigorous test results have
not yet been provided, preliminary feedback from users has been
positive.
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